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Straightforward    Business

This lesson covers the same vocabulary and grammar 
areas as Lesson 11D (Perfect locations) on pages 112–113 
of Straightforward Upper Intermediate Second edition  
Student’s Book. It could, therefore, be used to replace or 
supplement this lesson.

Speaking & Vocabulary: banks
2

1 services   2 retail   3 savers   4 High Street 
5 raise   6 equity   7 financing

Reading
1

1 D   2 B   3 C   4 A   5 E

2

1 are beginning to make
2 first
3 the Liechtenstein government’s refusal to make 

their banks more open
4 three
5 a criminal

3

1 launch   2 transparency   3 offshore   4 evasion 
5 dodger   6 confidential   7 loophole   8 exploit

Grammar: so & such
See pages 162–163 of Straightforward Upper Intermediate 
Second edition Teacher’s Book for language notes.
1

1 so complicated / so innocent   2 so immorally 
3 so much money   4 so many other small countries     
5 so few alternative sources of revenue 
6 so little information   7 such a problem 
8 such confidential systems   9 many

2

1 so   2 so   3 such   4 such

3

1 Banks are so important in our economy that they 
should be more regulated by governments.

2 When a bank’s problems are so big / great that it 
needs help from the government, the government 
must help.

3 When banks do not perform well, the bonuses for 
executives should not be so high.

4 Bankers have such high salaries that they should 
not get bonuses as well.

5 It is normal for people to want to avoid paying 
taxes that are so high.
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